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Current Executive Decision Making
Traditional Security Design & Validation
Existing Situation
•

Security designs typically include a complex combination of detection
systems (cameras and other sensors), delay systems (barriers and
access controls), and security personnel (on and offsite).

•

Current risk profiles, rapidly advancing technologies (i.e., Drones and
AI), and the intricacy of stacked security and response designs are
well beyond the capacity of any individuals to validate or optimize.

Current Design & Validation Approach
•

The security configuration is designed manually, utilizing the
expertise of existing Security Personnel or outside SME’s to
qualitatively determine the types of systems, sensors and number of
guards required to secure or protect the facility.

•

The numerous permutations of security designs and system
configurations have become too complex to comprehensively assess
and evaluate accurately.
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Qualitative Assessment Outcomes
Economics and Results
Economics
•

Designs are not optimized for effectiveness and costs, so companies
overspend, or response plans are inadequate in reality.

•

Security viewed as providing no returns or too costly to effectively
update. A Necessary Evil

•

Decisions on systems or upgrades are difficult, tough to validate and
leave the C-Suite/Security management at risk of a bad decision.

Outcomes
•

Adding new systems or upgrades over an extended amount of time
results in piecemeal Security & Response designs

•

Inefficient Security and Response Designs that cannot keep up with
advancing technology and threats

•

Leadership and Security Personnel left with unanswered
questions/risk.

•

Training becomes repetitive and/or unrealistic
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Modeling & Simulation Process
MODEL

CHARACTERIZE

SIMULATE

ANALYZE

Major Third Party Tools:

Thousands of
Characteristics Modeled

Automatically simulate an
incident with numerous threat
profiles. Evaluate 100’s of
scenarios varying in security
configurations and facility
operations within hours.

Visualize Security System &
Response Capabilities

●
●
●
●
●

Autodesk
Integraph
Areva
Bentley
And more

This Process can be
greatly expedited if the site
uses common 3rd party
tools or has an existing
BIM, GIS, or similar
modeling or data collection
program in place.

●
●
●
●
●
●

Detection Systems
Barrier Systems
Response Force
Weapons
Target Sets
Adversary Attack Plans

Detection, Interruption, and
Neutralization Analyses

IMPLEMENT CHANGE
●
●
●

Quickly add/remove systems or move officer posts
Modify security or response operations or tactics
Compare effectiveness of each modification with the as-is or
baseline security system design

Cost Benefit Analyses
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Analyses of Design, Threats, & Effectiveness
●

Digital Twins are utilized to quickly analyze thousands of design
variants to optimize security effectiveness and reduce cost.

●

Users can easily change sensors/systems to analyze capabilities
and assess the ROI between various modifications or future
procurements

●

Simulations are introduced to evaluate the performance of the
site’s physical security and response plans against any number
of threat scenarios.

●

Concept of Operations (CONOPs) and threat scenarios can be
quickly defined using extensive characteristic libraries.

●

Simulation results can be used to assess security design
objectives such as coverage, detection, interruption, etc. for
individual or combined security systems.

●

Modeling & Simulation provides the engine to quantify physical
security and response effectiveness based upon the costs of
optimization.

●

Automatic ID of Attack Path

●

Visualization of Simulation

●

Risk Mitigation Recommendations

●

Heat Map Analysis

●

Detection and Shot Traces

●

Security Plan Effectiveness

●

Detection, Interruption, and

●

Scenario Definition

Neutralization Analysis

●

Cost Benefit For Upgrades
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Ideal Capabilities
Adaptive Pathing Algorithms
•

Most commercially available solutions DO NOT include adaptive pathing.
•

•

This forces each simulation to be custom configured and greatly
increases the amount of time and services involved in an
assessment while lowering the assessment’s confidence rating.

Adaptive Pathfinding automates all personnel (simulation agent)
movement based on their objective and current circumstances. This allows
the software to quickly run thousands of simulations without manual input.
•

•

Pathways are calculated for each decision based on the
comprehensive security and response design as well as all terrains
and building layouts.
Millions of what-if and line-of-sight are made during each
simulation that affect every decision of the simulation agents.

Characteristic Libraries
•

Characteristic Libraries contain an extensive collection of performance
characteristics for environments, buildings, and most commercially
available systems, sensors, and vehicles.

•

Characteristic libraries should be verified, validated, and certified to
ensure their authenticity.

•

Similar to the pathing algorithms, characteristic libraries greatly reduce
the amount of time needed to effectively utilize modeling & simulation
solutions.

•

For example, this allows the software to know the time it takes for a
trained attacker with a 15 lbs. kit to run 100 meters up a 30-degree
grade hill, avoid detection, and cut through a 12’ triple concertina wire
fence.
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Executive Decision Making Using Mod/Sim
Optimized Security Design & Validation
Situation with Modeling & Simulation
•

Security designs include a combination of detection systems (cameras
and other sensors), delay systems (barriers and access controls), and
security personnel (on and offsite).

•

Security executives know the effectiveness of their stacked security
and response designs down to the individual sensor/system, guard
post, and response route.

Analyze Comprehensive Designs or Individual
Systems, Sensors, or Guard Posts

Design and Validation Approach Using Digital Twins
•

The 3D model is quickly updated with any proposed changes by the
existing Security Personnel who can quantitatively determine the
effectiveness and ROI gained from the changes.

•

The security personnel can easily scan through the numerous
permutations of potential security designs to determine the exact
types and number of systems, sensors and guards required to secure
or protect the facility against various threats.
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Quantitative Assessment Outcomes
Economics and Results
Optimized Economics
•

Security and Response Designs are optimized for both effectiveness
and costs, providing C-suite executives with ease-of-mind

•

Security executives can provide numerous reports detailing their
current effectiveness and the ROI of any changes or procurements

•

Risk based decisions to make upgrades or procurements become easy
to design, validate and implement are now possible.

Beneficial Outcomes
•

Security Executives can add new systems or upgrades over an
extended amount of time and ensure the comprehensive design is
effective against a variety of threats

•

Efficient Security and Response Designs that can stay ahead of
advancing technology and threats

•

Security and C-suite executives can utilize the models and
simulations for enhanced training exercises
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Results & Costs Savings
Mod & Sim is Proven to Increase
Effectiveness and Reduce Costs
•

•

•

•

Following hundreds of assessments, Modeling & Simulation
has provided significant cost savings for EVERY project.
Mod & Sim enables users to quantitatively determine the
effectiveness of their existing security/response operations
and evaluate any potential modifications that improve
effectiveness while reducing cost and delivering ROI.
Each analysis provides thorough results that are tailored to
your organization’s needs and budget.
Whether designing a security configuration from the start,
performing cost/benefit analyses on upcoming
procurements, or just making minor adjustments to security
or procedures Mod & Sim projects provide average savings
of:
20-80% on Capital Savings & 10-50% on Guard Staffing
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Value Within the Digital Twin
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